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Five Edgecliff Seniors Capture Junior Prom Limelight May 10

Agnes Cloud, Mary Russo, Sue Kipp, Pettie, five-foot-two, Peggy Rowe from Man, W. Va., will truly be the "belle" (Southern, of course) of the ball on Friday evening, May 10. Peggy, a home economics major, was chosen by the student body to reign as queen of the 1957 junior-senior prom which will be held from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the Pavilion Caprice, Netherland Hilton hotel.

President of the Dormitory Council and of the CBMC unit on campus, Peggy is also an accomplished seamstress, having assisted Mrs. Bottomley in her clothing construction classes during this academic year. In almost every important campus project, Peggy is certain to be involved, particularly if it concerns music and dancing. Vivacious and full of fun with a natural friendly smile and a slight touch of a Southern drawl in her speech, that's Peggy!

Agnes and Sandra

Chosen as one of the attendants to the queen was English major Agnes Cloud. Agnes, a talented thespian who will long be remembered at Edgecliff for her portrayal of the dowager Empress in "Anastasia," is president of the Archdiocesan Ukulele Club and a member of Edgecliff players. Swimming and tennis are her favorite hobbies and are the reasons for the much envied golden sun tan she acquires each summer. With a refreshing sense of humor and a touch of natural wit, Agnes often manages to brighten a day with tales of the unusual experiences which only she could possibly have had.

Edgecliff's chief dispenser of pills and remedies, Sandra Mota, was also chosen as one of the queen's attendants. Sandra's charming manner and quick smile are influential themselves in curing many minor ills. Vice-president of the senior class, Sandra is a delightful combination of professional proficiency and collegiate nonchalance.

Sue and Mary

Spanish major Sue Rains will also grace the queen's court on that big night. Demure, sophisticated, "sweet" Sue is Edgecliff's answer to Monako's Princess Grace. Always the perfect lady, Sue has a quiet air about her and the enviable ability to remain cool and calm in any situation. She is Prefect of the Sodality and President of the Tri-Lingual club and one of the most ardent admirers of Agnes' humorous tales.

Who could have been more appropriately chosen as a member of a court which will reign over a night of music and gaiety than nimble-fingered Mary Russo? For the past four years, Mary Russo and music have been synonymous terms here at Edgecliff. President of the Choral and Music clubs, Mary has spent many an evening accompanying soloists in variety shows and musical productions. Mary is a Spanish major, but for some strange reason her favorite dish is Italian spaghetti. With her dark hair and that sparkle in her dark eyes, she should be a complimentary addition to any royal assemblage.

More Details

Buddy Rogers will provide the dancing rhythms for the queen and her court and all guests. Although Virginia Diana and Betty Glasson, who are chairmen of the crowning, aren't revealing any of the details, they report that it will be climax when Alvina Hartlau, president of the junior class, places the crown on Queen Peggy's head. Charlotte Kipp announces that the char­ e­rop­nes­ who will be en­joy­ing the proceedings along with the stu­­ents will be Mr. and Mrs. Wil­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­­&n
The air carries a sweet smell now when windows are open wide in the classrooms. It seems to be tantamounting combinations of honeysuckle, petals, new growth and a warming breeze. The noisy birds too convey a rising excitement on the approach of something very nice and very welcome. The chatter that the birds have given to us during the earlier days with that days will hurry by.

Resumexit, Alleluja!

Another Lenten season is drawing to a close. The last three days of Holy Week highlight the penitential season and are climaxed on Easter Sunday with the celebration of Our Lord's Resurrection. Beginning tomorrow, Maundy Thursday, the Church, through her ceremonies, relives again this final and most important episode in the life of Jesus Christ. The Last Supper, Christ's agony in the garden, His sufferings during the night before His death, the Crucifixion, and then His triumphant Resurrection are unfolded for us again through the prayers, meditations and rituals of this Holy Week.

This beautiful story of the Redemption is the core of our faith, and in reliving it that faith is strengthened. For it is through repetition that the story becomes more meaningful and more deeply appreciated. Each year, as we grow a little more in wisdom, we are able to comprehend a little better not only the depth and significance of the Redemption, but also the importance and the priceless value of our gift of faith. It is because the Church makes us so aware of the suffering and sorrows of Christ that we realize the true triumph of His Resurrection. Easter should be, therefore, a time of joy along with sincere gratitude for the wonderful gift of faith.

A Priceless Gift Radiates Joy

Medical men have been profoundly perplexed by many puzzling situations. One problem, however, that is distinctly unrelated to the medical field is parkingitis, but it nevertheless needs the study and thorough examination that any ill person might require.

The one obvious factor about parkingitis is that it is a common critical condition. It develops only in those crowded areas where large public masses gather. This last statement can be exemplified in the sense that Cincinnati citizens and campus colds are more than well aware of its nature—what supposed facilities are present a chance to alleviate the uncomfortable circumstances there are solutions—but requiring much costly treatment in time and money. Normally when such treatment is undertaken, the condition gradually disappears. Campus evidence shows that such remedies have proved ineffective.

The building of a large parking lot as a counter-balance to the overcrowded condition of the old one has not eliminated parkingitis. Students still persist in crowding the old lot and other "nearby" areas. It is admitted that the new parking area is somewhat farther from several of the campus buildings but in the same light, all medicine's doesn't taste good.

In order that the student and administrative atmosphere be more conducive to good health, why not use the new lot and drive out pesky parkingitis?

The Edgcliff staff was saddened on hearing of the death of their friend "Peer" from the printer's office who has helped so many of this paper's editors in getting the news out.
Panelist Approves Shoe Selections

Picture Contest Puzzles College

If you've been puzzled by the first series of pictures which appeared in the "Know Your Campus" contest, don't feel dis- douraged. You're not the only one. It seems there's been quite a bit of controversy over the identification of the photos which appeared in the March 16 edition of the Edgecliff. Students have been seen wandering about the campus peeking into every remote corner and niche in search of the "mystery" objects. Here are three more little brain teasers for your enjoyment. They are really not difficult at all. Most of them are things that are seen on campus everyday, only here they may be seen at a different angle.

There are boxes in both student lounges where entries may be placed. There's still time to get into the competition and try for the grand prize. As you go about your daily routine, keep your eyes open and you'll be surprised how well you "Know Your Campus."

Latest Spring Styles Spark Fashion Show

At Assembly May 14

It will be the favorite style featured at the annual Home Economics Fashion Show on Tuesday, May 14, in the college auditorium. Students will model their own creations, and they are made in clothing construction under the instruction of Mrs. Bottomley. Sheaths will be shown in a variety of styles and colors, including a white linen with black monogram and a navy silk shantung with its own jacket. Beige, as usual, is a favorite color with the girls. A slim white coat, slit up the sides, will be shown to top off that "special" dress. The important suit for "all occasions" will also be modeled, with the girls choosing grey and pink for spring. Of course, the highlights of the program will be a pink taffeta and chiffon formal made by Helen Steinbacker. The models will be: Lucretia Bly, Linda Lipski, Louise Brinker, Barbara Finn, Donna Flee, Mary Franko, Mary Jean Gormley, Rosalyn Huber, Elizabeth McMullen, Barbara Morrissey, Nancy Neubauer, Anita Schussert, Peggy Rowe and Helen Thorpe.

On Stage

(Continued from Page 2) A fessional baseball threw him into a panic and later he went ber- serk on the ball field. From then on the picture explains his illness, recovery and a few basic tenets to Jim's father. The success of this picture is that it is a story of a human life which draws from its audi- ence feeling, compassion and understanding. The teneness of the scenes and its excellent build- ing give credit to its writers. It wish I had the space to praise Karl Malden properly. He gives his role much depth and feeling. Anthony Perkins is the young Jim Pursall who manages to wrap charm, confusion, madness and life into the screen in one package.

Dr. Siegmund Betz Picks Astronomy for Science Talk

Astronomy was the subject of Dr. Betz's talk at the Apr. 19 meeting of the Science club. Al- though Dr. Betz is an English professor, he has been interested in astronomy as a hobby. He is a member of the Tri-Lingual and IRC clubs at their joint meeting on Apr. 20. He is speaking on Cuban "Life and Government."

Vacations To Southland

by Janet Felerig '59

When spring is in air the most phenomenal changes occur. Trees burst into bloom, the robin appears again on the lawn and Edgecliff migrates to Florida. While boys all dream of baseball and Dads talk of seeding the lawn, Edge- cliffites are dreaming of sun tans and talking about sun-filled days in the Sunshine State.

Mary DePine, Carol woods, Roslyn Smith, Carol Riesen, Geraldine Edgewood, Barbara and Rosane Conkler. While their more fortunate contemporaries are enjoying a change of scenery those Edge- cliffites who are returning their Easter vacation close to home will shift the few heavy things to occupy their days.

Elaine Besterman plans to help keep Mark Schmidt busy, Marilyn Belling, Agnes Cloud, Mary Ann Curtin and Mary Jeanne Guskenhaver hope to play a little tennis to get in condition for the day when comprehensive exams are over and they can spend their free moments on the campus courts.

Since comprehensive exams begin Apr. 30, seniors' activities during senior week can be summed up in one word—STUDY!

Mr. Breyer Addresses Assembly In Keeping With Family Week

Mr. Breyer studies material for National Family Week.

This year, National Family Week will be celebrated through- out the nation during the week of May 5. As part of its celebration at Edgecliff, Mr. Frederick A. Breyer, director of the Hamilton County Welfare department, will lecture on some of today's prob- lems in the family at the regular assembly on May 8.

Mr. Breyer is no complete stranger at Edgecliff. Some years ago he addressed the assembly on a similar occasion. Former stu- dents are or have been associated with him through the Recreation and Parole Association; and of the Cincinnati Social Workers' club.

Since its inception in 1943, as a united effort of Catholics, Pro- testants and Jews to promote stability in the family, Na- tional Family Week has been ob- served by the diocese of the Cincinnati, under the auspices of the Ski Club. This year, however, will mark its final celebra- tion at this college. In keeping with the national movement, the Sociology club will take up the problem of attention to the sacredness of the family by changing its observance from National Family Week in May to the place where it belongs in the liturgical cycle—the feast of the Holy Family in January.
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